NOBEL AND THE PEACE MOVEMENT
certainly a man of intelligence, while he had the adaptability of an
Oriental, and the diplomat's training in turning out skilful phrases.
On their first meeting he ventured to criticise Nobel's peace plans*
In his letter Nobel had characterised both disarmament and
compulsory arbitration as Utopian ideas, and had put forward
instead the idea that a certain interval should elapse between the
accounts of a dispute and the outbreak of war, which period should
be used for negotiations between the two nations concerned. It
was however not difficult for Aristarchi to prove that this too was a
Utopian idea, and he did this so cleverly that Nobel was converted.
On the I5th October Nobel wrote to a Belgian pacifist:
" I am gradually familiarising myself with what has been done ;
and I have also got an intelligent diplomat to investigate the
question. Such specimens exist although they are rare. He has
pointed out to me, and this is indeed the crux of the problem, that
the reason why the governments are not prepared to admit the
principle of undertaking to attempt to settle disputes by arbitration,
is because they fear thereby to damage their interests if a pacific
solution should ultimately not be achieved. There are govern-
ments which believe, rightly or wrongly, that they can mobilise
more speedily than others, and they are unwilling to sacrifice the
great advantage over the enemy accruing from the extra time
gained. This advantage is possibly only imaginary, but the idea is
nevertheless too deeply rooted to be easily dislodged. I am
beginning to believe that the- only true solution would be a con*
vention under which all the governments would bind themselves
to defend collectively any country that was attacked* Such a
treaty might lead gradually to partial disarmament which is
indeed the only kind of disarmament possible, for it is necessary
that there should be an armed force to maintain order. In former
days governments used to be more narrow-minded and aggressive
than their subjects; but nowadays it seems as though the Govern-
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